Welcome to the latest issue of Harvard Medicine News, a weekly electronic publication that will continue to chronicle the extraordinary world of HMS, previously reported in Focus. [More]

To read all news, go here.

Closing Cancer’s Routes
A combination of targeted drugs delays treatment resistance in melanoma patients. [MORE]

Making Connections
[Video] Third-year graduate student Renan Escalante says science is social, especially if you’re a systems biologist. [MORE]

Decoding White-Fat Cells
HMS scientists discover molecular link between thermogenesis and inflammation in fat cells. [MORE]

Featured Events
10.10.12 Primary Care Innovations Conference, NRB, 7:30 a.m.
10.11.12 Writing a History of Cancer: An Epilogue, Armenise Amph., 5:30 p.m.

Full Calendar
Awards & Recognitions
Dean’s Corner
Harvard Medicine Magazine
Idea Lab

Visionary Scientists
HMS thinkers are honored for their innovative ideas on biomedical and behavioral research.
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